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FACTORED ARRANGEMENTS OF HYPERPLANES

BY MICHEL JAMBU AND Luis PARIS

Let K be a field and let V be a vector space over K. An arrangement of hyperplanes
in V is a finite family A of hyperplanes of V through the origin. An arrangement A of
hyperplanes is said to be real (resp. complex) if K = R is the field of real numbers (resp.
if K = C is the field of complex numbers).

With an arrangement A of hyperplanes, one can associate a graded torsion-free Z-
algebra A(A), called the Orlik-Solomon algebra of A. If A is a complex arrangement,
then A(A) is isomorphic to the cohomology algebra of the complement

of A (see [OS1]). The Poincare polynomial Poiiί(A,t) of A is the Poincare polynomial
of A(A), namely,

n=0

We refer to [Or] and [OT] for good expositions on the theory of arrangements of hyper-
planes and, more precisely, on Orlik-Solomon algebras.

Let A be a real arrangement of hyperplanes. A chamber of A is a connected compo-
nent ofV- (UHζAH) We denote by C(A) the set of chambers of A. For C, D G C(A),
we denote by 5(C, D) the set of hyperplanes of A which separate C and D. For a fixed
chamber Co G C(A), we partially order C(A) by

C<D if

C(A) provided with this order is denoted by P(.4,Co). It is a ranked bounded poset of
finite rank, where rank(C) = |«S(Co,C)| for C G C(A). Its smallest element is Co and
its greatest one is the chamber —Co opposite to CQ. The rank- generating function of
P(ΛCΌ)is

C€C(Λ)

The poset P(A,Co) has been introduced and investigated by Bjόrner, Edelman and
Ziegler [Ed] [BEZ].

Let A be a real arrangement of hyperplanes. If A is either a supersolvable arrange-
ment or a Coxeter arrangement, then there exist some integers ό χ , . . . , &/ and a chamber
Co G C(A) such that the Poincare polynomial of A factors as

(i)
1=1
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(see [St] for supersolvable arrangements and [OS2] for Coxeter arrangements), the poset
P(A,CQ) is a lattice (see [BEZ]), and the rank-generating function of P(*4,Co) factors
as

(2) ζ(P(A,cQ),t) =
«=ι

(see [BEZ] and [Pa] for supersolvable arrangements and [So] for Coxeter arrangements).
So, it is natural to ask whether there exists some relation between the Poincare

polynomial of a real arrangement A and the poset P(.4,Co) for some suitable chamber
Co G C(A), and whether there exist other arrangements with such properties.

There is a class of arrangements of hyperplanes called free arrangements, introduced
by Terao [Tel], and which contains supersolvable arrangements (see [JT]) and Coxeter
arrangements (see [Te2]). If A is a free arrangement, then there exist some integers
61,... , & / such that the Poincare polynomial factors as (1) (see [Tel]). However, if A is
a free real arrangement of hyperplanes, then there does not necessarily exist a chamber
Co G C(A) such that the rank-generating function of P(A, Co) factors as (2); Terao [Te3]
has found that the arrangement A* (17) from Grύnbaum's list [Gr] is a counterexample.

Let A be an arrangement of hyperplanes. The intersection lattice of A is the geo-
metric lattice

# | β C Λ l ,

ordered by reverse inclusion. V = Π#€0# is the smallest element of C(A) and
is its greatest one. For X G £(A), we set

Ax = {HΠX \HeA

A partition Π = (Πi , . . . , Π/) of A into / disjoint subsets is called independent if, for any
choice of hyperplanes H% G Π, (i — 1, . . . , /), the rank of H\ Π . . . Π E\ is exactly /. If
X G £(Λ), then Π induces a partition IIχ of AX which blocks are the nonempty subsets
Πj Γ\Aχ. The partition Π is a factorization (or a nice partition) if

1) Π is independent,
2) if X G £(A) — {V}, then IIχ has at least a block which is a singleton.

In particular, one of the blocks Πj is a singleton. We say that A is factored if A has a
factorization.

Factored arrangements have been introduced and investigated by Jambu, Falk and
Terao [JF] [Te4]. Supersolvable arrangements are factored (see [Ja]).

The homogeneous component A1 (A) of degree 1 of the Orlik-Solomon algebra A(A)
of an arrangement A can be viewed as a free Z-module spanned by the hyperplanes of
A. For B C A, we denote by B(β) the submodule of A1 (A) spanned by the hyperplanes
included in B. Following theorem is due to Terao [Te4].

THEOREM 1 (Terao [Te4]). Let A be an arrangement of hyperplanes and let Π =
(Πi,. . . ,Π/) be a partition of A. The Orlik-Solomon algebra of A, viewed as a graded
Z-module, factors as

A(A) = (Zφ 5(Πι)) 0 . . . 0 (Z Θ
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if and only if H is a factorization.

COROLLARY 2 (Terao [Te4]). Let A be a factored arrangement of hyperplanes. Let
Π = (Πi, . . . , Π/) be a factorization of A.

1) The Pomcare polynomial of A factors as
i

2) The multiset {|Πι|, . . . , |Π/|} depends only on Λ.
3) For X € C(A),

rank(A ) = |{»' I UiΓ\Aχϊ9}\.

In particular, I is the rank of A.

Let A be a factored arrangement of hyperplanes and let Π = (Πι,Π2, . . . , Π/) be
a factorization of A. We say that a hyperplane HQ G A is distinguished if Π induces
a factorization Π' of A' — A — {#o}> namely, the nonempty subsets Π, Π A1 form a
factorization of A1 (note that Πz Π A! = Π2 φ 0 if HQ £ Πβ ). Given a distinguished
hyperplane HQ G HI, we write Π" = {H Π H0 \ H G Πs } for i = 2, . . . , / . We prove in
[JP] the following result.

Π" = (Πg, . . . , Π'/) 25 α factorization of A" = AH°.

A factorization Π = (Πi, . . . , Π/) of an arrangement A of hyperplanes is said to be
an inductive factorization if there exists a distinguished hyperplane HQ G A such that
Π' is an inductive factorization of A' = A — {HQ} and Π/x is an inductive factorization
of A" — AH°. We say that A is inductively factored if A has an inductive factorization.

A factored arrangement is not necessarily inductively factored, for example, the
nine planes in C3 which satisfy the equation (x3 — t/3)(x3 — z3)(y3 — z3) — 0 form a
factored arrangement which is not inductively factored. Nevertheless, we do not know
any arrangement A of hyperplanes in a real vector space which is factored and not
inductively factored. Supersolvable arrangements are inductively factored.

In [JP] we prove the following results:

THEOREMS. 1) Inductively factored arrangements are free.
2) Let A be an inductively factored arrangement of hyperplanes in a real vector

space. Let Π = (Π^ . . . ,Π/) be an inductive factorization of A. There exists a chamber
Co G C(A) such that P(A, Co) is a lattice and its rank- generating function factors as

i-l

We do not know if 1) and 2) hold for any factored arrangement of hyperplanes.

An arrangement A of hyperplanes is essential if Πff^^H = {0}. Let A be an essential
arrangement of hyperplanes in a /-dimensional real vector space V ~ Rλ We provide
V with an arbitrary scalar product. Let S*"1 denote the unit sphere. The arrangement
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A determines a cellular decomposition (defined in Section 4) of S*"1 called the dual
decomposition of S'"1 induced by A.

THEOREM 4. If A has an inductive factorization Π = (Πi, . . . , Π/), then S'"1 can
be viewed as the boundary <9Ω of the l-cube

Ω H o . l Π t K x . - . x j o j M ,
and each cell of the dual decomposition o/S/-1 = <9Ω has the form /i x . . . x //, where,
for i = 1, . . . , /, either It = {α, } fa G N) or /, =]α, , 6,-[ fa,bi G N;.

In [Sa] Salvetti associated with a real arrangement A of hyperplanes a cellular com-
plex Sal(./4) and proved that Sal(.4) has the same homotopy type as the complement
M(AQ) of the complexification of A. </,From the dual decomposition of S'"1 induced by
A, we define a cellular decomposition of the (closed) unit disk B' by attaching a /-cell
to S'"1. For every chamber C G C(A)> we fix a copy B(C) of B' provided with this
decomposition. The complex Sal (.4) can be defined by

Sal(.4)=
C£C(A)

where ~ is an equivalence relation which, for each pair (C, D) of chambers, identifies some
cells of B(C) with their corresponding cells of B(D). So, Theorem 4 may be certainly
used to investigate the homotopy of the complement M(AQ) of the complexification of
an inductively factored arrangement A-

Let A be a real arrangement of hyperplanes. Assume that A has a factorization
Π = ( Π ι , . . . , Π / ) . For C,DeC(A) and i e { I , - . - , / } , we set Si(C,D) = S(C,D)ΠEt.
For b G N, we write [b] = {0, 1, . . . , b}. The counting map of A with respect to a chamber
Co G C(A) is the morphism ^(Π,CΌ) of ranked posets defined by

#Π,CΌ): P(Λ,C0) — flΠ^x..^!!!,!]

C π-f (^(00,0)1,..., \S,(C0,C)\)
where [|Πι |] x . . . x [|Π;|] is partially ordered by

( α ι , . . . , α / ) < ( t ι , . . . , t/) if αi < 61, . . . , α / < 6/ ,

and, for ( α ι , . . . , α / ) G [ | Π 1 | ] x . . . x [ | Π / | ] 5

rank(αι , . . . , α/) = αi + . . . + α/ .

Note that, in general, the counting map </>(Π,Co) is not an isomorphism of ranked
posets, even if 0(Π,CΌ) is a bijection; two chambers C and D may be not comparable
meanwhile their images are comparable.

Let Π — (Πi , . . . , Π/) be a factorization of A. We say that Π is a hyperfactonzation
if there exists a chamber Co G C(A) such that <£(Π, Co) is a bijection. We say that A is
hyperfactored if A has a hyperfactonzation.

THEOREM 5. Inductively factored real arrangements are hyperfactored.

Most of the results on inductively factored arrangements mentioned above actually
are proved for hyperfactored arrangements. We do not know any real arrangement A
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which is hyperfactored and not inductively factored. In fact, we introduce this notion
of "hyperfactorization" for technical reasons, indeed, in order to prove that inductively
factored arrangements are hyperfactored, we need several preliminary results on hyper-
factored arrangements. So, all results stated in this paper for hyperfactored arrangements
hold for inductively factored arrangements.

Example. Let A be the arrangement in R3 projectively pictured in Figure 1 (A
contains the "line" at infinity). Set El = {#ι,#3, #4}, Π2 = {H2,Hζ,H6}, and ΪI3 =
{#?}• Then Π = (Πι,Π2,Π3) is a factorization of A. One can easily verify that HI is
distinguished in *4, HI is distinguished in A— {#ι}, H$ is distinguished in A —{Hi, #2},
and so on. Hence, Π is an inductive factorization.

The adjacency graph of A is defined to be the graph which vertices are the chambers
of A, and where two chambers are joined by an edge if they are adjacent. It is shown
in Figure 2. From this graph, one can verify that φ(TL,Co) is a bijection from C(A) to
[3] x [3] x [1], thus Π is a hyperfactorization. Moreover, P(A,Co) is a lattice and

ζ(P(A,CO),*) - (1 + * +12 + *3)2(1 + *)
We set Ω =]0,3[x]0,3[x]0,l[. The dual decomposition of S2 = 9Ω induced by A is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure

x^T"
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9
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 Figure 3

Our paper [JP] is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we mainly prove that, if A is a factored arrangement of hyperplanes

and HQ G A is distinguished, then A" = AH° is factored. We also prove that inductively
factored arrangements are free.
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In Section 3 we prove several results on hyperfactored arrangements. In particular,
we characterize the chambers Co G C(Λ) such that <^(Π,Co) is a bijection , we prove
there are 2rank(^) of them, we prove that, for such a chamber Co, the rank-generating
function of P(Λy Co) factors as

and, if C is a chamber of a hyperfactored arrangement >t, then C has at most 2.rank(.4) —
1 walls.

In Section 4 we prove that the dual decomposition of the sphere S*""1 induced by a
hyperfactored arrangement can be viewed as the decomposition of the boundary <9Ω of
the /-cube Ω described above.

In Section 5 we prove that, if A is a hyperfactored arrangement and Co G C(Λ) is a
suitable chamber, then the poset P(*4,Co) is a lattice.

In Section 6 we prove that inductively factored real arrangements are hyperfactored.
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